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The interpretation of semiclassical gravity as an ensemble-average of CFTs has provided much progress in
understanding the factorization problem and the information paradox. In this article, we consider an averaging
over boundary conditions in two-dimensional boundary conformal field theories (BCFTs). We show that the
boundary averaging plays an important role not only in producing wormhole contributions but also in resolving
the following problem. In general setups in AdS/BCFT, one can find unphysical solutions where branes have
(self-)intersections. We show that the averaging nicely resolves this intersection problem. This provides another
piece of evidence that averaging plays an important role in reproducing Einstein gravity. We also propose that
the averaging provides a BCFT dual of the island model.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the past few years, boundary conformal field theo-
ries (BCFTs) have come to play an important role in the un-
derstanding of quantum gravity. One main reason comes from
a class of toy models (called the island model) where the black
hole and a non-gravitational bath CFT are glued along the
(asymptotic) boundary, which has been investigated to pro-
vide progress on the information paradox problem [1–3]. This
model is closely related to BCFTs through the AdS/BCFT cor-
respondence [4, 5] and braneworld holography [6–8] (see FIG.
1). This relation is applied to provide more insights into quan-
tum gravity in many works (for example, see [9–18]). Never-
theless, many aspects are still unclear. One reason is a lack of
knowledge about the mechanism of AdS/BCFT. On this back-
ground, it would be important to address the following issue,
“how is the information about AdS gravity encoded in BCFT?
Particularly, we focus on a brane, which is a physical object
that generalizes the notion of a point particle to higher dimen-
sions. One main goal of this article is to show how the brane
physics is explained from the BCFT side.

It has been pointed out that in AdS/BCFT, one may have
an unphysical solution where a brane has a self-intersection
[19–22]. We also expect that non-trivial intersections (asso-
ciated with non-zero tension) between two distinct branes are
not allowed to exist. One resolution may be obtained by just
excluding such solutions, as proposed in [20]. In this article,
we address this issue by the conformal bootstrap in BCFT and
show that the brane intersection problem can be avoided by a
black hole formation.

In this article, we assume (and verify) that the BCFT dual
to the semiclassical gravity can be obtained by the average
of boundary conditions. This concept is related to a particu-
lar question, “which type of BCFT (right of FIG. 1) can have
the island model picture (left of FIG. 1)” (a study in the same
direction can be found in [23–26] ). We propose that this is
obtained by the average of boundary conditions. We define the
average in the same way as that introduced in a recent interest-
ing paper [27] (see also [28]), which shows that the averaged
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FIG. 1. The relation between (Left) the island model, (Center)
AdSd+1 with end of the world (ETW) brane, and (Right) BCFTd.
In AdS/BCFT, the intersection between the brane and the asymptotic
boundary corresponds to the boundary of BCFT. From the viewpoint
of JT gravity/averaged SYK correspondence, the boundary of BCFT
should be averaged. This motivates us to consider the average of
boundaries.

CFT completely reproduces the on-shell action of gravity. As
a next step, one can naturally consider including boundaries
in the averaged CFT. As we can see in this article, one can
define the averaged boundary condition in a reasonable way
in this averaged CFT by developing the results in [24].

II. ENSEMBLE OF BOUNDARIES

We are interested in two-dimensional CFTs with the Cardy
boundaries [29], which satisfy the following boundary condi-
tion for the stress tensor,(

T (z)− T̄ (z̄)
)∣∣

bdy = 0. (1)

By the state/operator-like correspondence, boundaries can be
mapped to states (called boundary states). The Cardy bound-
ary condition (1) can be re-expressed in terms of the boundary
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state |Ba〉 as

Ln |Ba〉 = L̄−n |Ba〉 , (2)

where Ln is the Virasoro generator and we label the boundary
condition by the superscript a. Any Cardy boundary states
can be expressed in the following form,

|Ba〉 = ga
∑
p

CapI |p〉〉 . (3)

The states |p〉〉 is the Ishibashi state, which is defined as

|j〉〉 ≡
∑
N

|j;N〉 ⊗ U |j;N〉, (4)

where |j;N〉 is a state in the Verma module j labeled by N ,
and U is an anti-unitary operator. The g-function ga describes
the disk partition function 〈I〉a = ga. Note that the coef-
ficients have a nice interpretation, called the bulk-boundary
OPE coefficients,

φi(z) ∼
∑
I

(2=z)hI−hi−h̄iCaiIφI(<z) + · · · . (5)

Here, we denote primary fields in the bulk by φ with the low-
ercase letter i and primary fields on the boundary by φ with
the capital letter I . The boundary primary field φI(x) is a pri-
mary field with conformal dimension hI , which lives only on
the boundary.

In this language, the boundary condition is characterized
by the coefficients CapI. We define an ensemble of boundaries
by treating the bulk-boundary OPE coefficients as Gaussian
random variables with zero mean and variance given by the
universal asymptotic formula [24, 30],

CapIC
a
pI = (ga)

−2
S−1
Ip , (6)

where Sij is the modular-S matrix [31]. We assume that
CapI = 0 only holds if p 6= I. In other words, we assume
that the spectrum in the closed string sector has a unique nor-
malizable vacuum state. We comment on the relation to the
island model. As pointed out in [23], any one-point function
on a disk vanishes in the island model. This is not the case
for general BCFTs. The point is that our assumption CapI = 0
completely reflects this property in BCFTs. Note also that in
the minimal gravity with no matter coupling on the brane, one
can find the same property CapI = 0 [4, 5] (see also [23]). For
this reason, it is worth considering the bootstrap equation with
the condition CapI = 0.

The formula (6) holds for any unitary compact CFTs if the
conformal dimension hp is very large hp � c. Our require-
ment is that the universal formula (6) holds for hp of order
c. We expect that this extension of the validity region can be
applied to a class of CFTs, called holographic CFT, which are
CFTs with a large central charge and a sparse spectrum (see
[32] and also [33–35]). It provides a natural ensemble: black
hole states with a Cardy spectrum, defect states, and Gaus-
sian random OPE coefficients with mean zero and a particular
variance (see [27] for the explicit definition). We define the

boundary

ETW brane

graviton
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FIG. 2. The gravity dual of a bulk primary two-point function on
a strip. This geometry is approximately time-independent since two
bulk primaries φi are inserted at τ = {∞,−∞}.

ensemble of boundaries (6) in that ensemble-averaged theory
in the same manner. Note that we do not use the randomness
of the bulk-bulk-bulk OPE coefficients. Note also that we fo-
cus only on the case where Gaussian ansatz can be applied to.
If one would like to investigate higher-momentum terms (re-
lated to multiboundary wormholes), one may need to modify
the ansatz.

III. SELF-INTERSECTION

In the holographic dual of BCFT, there is an interesting ob-
ject, a brane (see the center of FIG. 1). The existence of branes
brings up various interesting questions. Here, we will address
one important issue about the brane.

As pointed out in [20], if one puts two bulk primaries φi
at τ = {∞,−∞} on a strip (see our setup, FIG.2), the grav-
ity dual can have a self-intersecting brane if hi > c

32 where
hi = h̄i is the conformal dimension of the bulk primary (see
FIG.3). This is because a particle with mass ∆i = hi + h̄i

produces a deficit angle, δθ = 2π

(
1−

√
1− 24hi

c

)
and the

brane intersects with itself if δθ > π, which provides the self-
intersection bound hi ≤ c

32 . The authors in [20] have pro-
posed that primary operators in ( c32 ,

c
24 ) should be excluded

in the holographic CFT. The value c
24 comes from the BTZ

threshold [36]. If so, the self-interaction can be avoided by a
black hole formation above the BTZ threshold. Here, we will
show that the self-intersection brane actually does not appear
in the averaged boundaries even below c

24 .
In gravity with the ETW branes, particles are interacting

with not only other particles but also branes. With the dou-
bling trick [29], we can translate it into the interaction with
its mirror. This interaction makes the binding energy of the
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Self-intersection

FIG. 3. The profile of the ETW brane in geometry with a conical
defect. The red shaded region is the bulk region and the red line de-
scribes the ETW brane. This conical defect is created by putting bulk
primaries with the conformal dimension hi = h̄i on the asymptotic
boundary. For hi = 0, the brane ends on θ = {0, π} (see the left
picture). For hi >

c
32

, the brane has a self-intersection (see the right
picture).

one-particle state (or the two-particle state with its mirror)
non-trivial. We identify this energy by using the conformal
bootstrap. Our interest is a two-point function on a disk. For
this correlation function, we have the following two choices
of how to cut [37],

= . (7)

The corresponding bootstrap equation is given by (see the de-
tails of the bootstrap equations in BCFTs in [24]),∑

p

CiipC
a
pIF iiii (hp|z) =

∑
P

(CaiP )
2 F iiii (hP |1− z), (8)

where Ciip is bulk-bulk-bulk OPE coefficients and F iiii (hp|z)
is the Virasoro conformal block. We define the cross ratio z ≡
z12z34
z13z24

by the insertion points of two bulk primary operators z1

and z2 with the relation z3 = z∗2 , z4 = z∗1 . The sum on the
left-hand side runs over primaries in the closed string sector
and that on the right-hand side runs over primaries in the open
string sector. The energy of the one-particle state is given by
the lowest conformal dimension in the right-hand side. For the
ensemble-average, we have CapI = δpI and then the bootstrap
equation is simplified as [38] [39]

F iiii (0|z) =

∫
dαP ρ

aa(αP )(CaiP )
2F iiii (hP |1− z). (9)

For convenience, we introduce the notation usually found in
the Liouville CFT,

c = 1 + 6Q2, Q = b+
1

b
, hi = αi(Q− αi). (10)

We also define the degeneracy of primary states ρ(α) as

ρ(α) =
∑
p

Dpδ(α− αp), (11)

where the function Dp denotes the degeneracy of primary op-
erators with the Liouville momentum αp. The bootstrap equa-
tion (9) can be solved in the following way. The left-hand side
can be expanded in the same basis as the right-hand side by
using the fusion transformation [40–43]. Following the no-
tation in [44, 45], the fusion transformation is expressed by
[46]

FAABB(0|z)

=
∑

αn,m<
Q
2

n,m∈Z≥0

Res
(
− 2πiF0,αt

[
αA αA
αB αB

]

FABAB (hαt |1− z);αt = αn,m

)
+

∫ Q
2 +i∞

Q
2 +0

dαtF0,αt

[
αA αA
αB αB

]
FABAB (hαt |1− z),

(12)

where αn,m ≡ αA + αB +mb+ nb−1 and the kernel Fαs,αt
denotes the fusion matrix (or crossing matrix), whose closed
form is derived in [40]. Comparing the coefficients in the
equation (9), we can identify the bulk-boundary OPE coef-
ficients by the fusion matrix. Note that the CFT whose OPE
coefficients are given by the fusion matrix is called the Vira-
soro mean-field theory (VMFT) [47]. The lowest energy is
given by αP = 2αi, which corresponds to the mass of the ex-
cited geometry. It implies that when the conformal dimension
of the external operator satisfies hi > c

32 (i.e., <αi > Q
4 ), the

one-particle state (interacting with the brane) has the energy
hP > c

24 (i.e., <αP ≥ Q
2 ). Therefore, a black hole is formed

in this geometry and consequently, the brane can avoid the
self-intersection.

This non-trivial modification of the black hole formation
threshold c

24 →
c
32 for the boundary primary conformal di-

mension comes from the existence of the binding energy. The
detailed explanation is as follows. Unlike higher-dimensional
AdSd (d ≥ 4), the gravitational interactions in AdS3 create
a deficit angle, which can be detected even at infinite separa-
tion. As a result, even if non-trivial (matter) interactions are
turned off like (9), the gravitational interaction non-trivially
contributes. This observation suggests that the gravity calcu-
lation in AdS/BCFT requires careful treatment. We will show
a detailed analysis in [48], where we give a completely consis-
tent result about the ADM mass from the gravity side. Note
that this long-range universal interaction can also be found
in the spectrum of the large-spin two-particle state as a non-
trivial binding energy [45, 47, 49]. Actually, in [45, 47], one
can also see the value c−1

32 as the black hole formation bound
for a two-particle state with a large spin. This coincidence
comes from the same vacuum block approximation of the
bootstrap equation. The large-spin spectrum is identified by
the vacuum block approximation of the bootstrap equation in
the light-cone limit. In fact, this approximated bootstrap equa-
tion is almost the same as (9) even though this comes from not
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the light-cone limit but the averaging. That is the reason why
we found the value c−1

32 in these different contexts.

IV. INTERSECTION WITH ANOTHER BRANE

Let us consider a partition function on a cylinder with the
boundary conditions (a,b). There are two candidates for the
brane configuration in the gravity dual (see [4, 5]). The one is
connected and the other is disconnected. If we consider two
distinct boundary conditions a 6= b, only the disconnected
phase should be allowed. In this case, the branes can naively
have intersections. We will see whether this type of inter-
section can be avoided in our averaged BCFT by using the
conformal bootstrap.

The conformal bootstrap equation for a cylinder partition
function with the boundary condition (a, b) is given by

gagb
∑
p

CapIC
b
pIχp(τ) =

∑
P

χP

(
−1

τ

)
, (13)

where χp(τ) is the Virasoro character. Averaging over bound-
aries leads to

CapIC
b
pI =

{
δab
(
gagbSIp

)−1
, if p 6= I,

1, if p = I.
(14)

Thus we obtain the following averaged conformal bootstrap
equation for a 6= b,

gagbχI(τ) =

∫
dαP ρ

ab(αP )χP

(
−1

τ

)
, (15)

where ρab(α) is the density of primary states in the open string
sector with two boundary conditions (a, b). The left-hand side
can be expanded in the dual channel basis as [31]

χI(τ) =

∫ Q
2 +i∞

Q
2 −i∞

dαP SIPχP

(
−1

τ

)
. (16)

The closed form of the modular-S matrix is given in [31]. As
a result, we obtain the relation,

ρab(αP ) =

{
gagbSIP , if αP = Q

2 + iR,
0, otherwise .

(17)

It implies that the spectrum in the open string sector with a 6=
b has only black hole states hP ≥ c

24 .
Let us move on to the gravity interpretation. The holo-

graphic dual of the strip with two different boundaries a 6= b
may have an intersection (see the left of FIG.4). This config-
uration may not be reasonable. Our result (17) suggests that
in the semiclassical gravity (or averaged BCFT), the intersec-
tion can be avoided by a black hole formation (see the right of
FIG.4). Note that this result is consistent with [50] [51] .

The spectrum (17) does not include the vacuum state. We
would like to comment that this is not the case for the identical

Intersection

Black Hole

FIG. 4. The profile of the gravity with two different ETW branes.
The red region describes the bulk region. This is sandwiched by two
ETW branes. The configuration shown in the left picture does not
appear in our theory. The intersection can be avoided by a black hole
formation as shown in the right picture.

boundary condition a = b. In this case, the left-hand side of
(13) includes the contribution,∫

dαp SIpχp (τ) = χI

(
−1

τ

)
, (18)

where we use the upper equation of (14) and the universal
formula for the density of bulk primary states ρ(αp, αp̄) =
SIpSIp̄ (see [24]). Hence, the spectrum in the open string sec-
tor ρaa(αP ) includes the vacuum. We would like to empha-
size that the open string spectrum with the identical boundary
condition ρaa should include the vacuum. Our averaging pro-
vides a natural realization of the boundary satisfying both two
expected properties, the existence of the vacuum in ρaa and
no intersections. It is worth noting that if one just assumes the
condition CapI = 0 (without averaging), one finds the absence
of the vacuum in the open string spectrum with the identical
boundary condition.

V. WORMHOLES

In this section, we consider the average of a product of cor-
relation functions, which produces wormholes on the gravity
side. Although it would be interesting to give a comprehensive
analysis of wormholes in AdS/BCFT, we only give one exam-
ple since calculations of other examples could be straightfor-
ward as in [27].

Let us consider a product of two bulk two-point functions
on a disk,

〈φiφi〉disk 〈φiφi〉disk =
∑
p

(Ciip)
2 (
CapI
)2 F iiii (hp|z)F iiii (hp|z′).

(19)
If we take the average, we find not only the vacuum contribu-
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tion but also the following contributions in the large c limit,

∑
p

(Ciip)
2
(
CapI

)2

F iiii (hp|z)F iiii (hp|z′) = GLiiii(z, z
′) (20)

where we define the average of the bulk-bulk-bulk OPE coef-
ficients by Gaussian random OPE coefficients with mean zero

and variance, F0,αp

[
αi αi
αi αi

]
/SIp (see [27] for details). The

function GLiiii(z, z̄) is the Liouville four-point function. The
relation to the Liouville CFT comes from the relation between
the fusion matrix and the DOZZ OPE coefficients [52].

This extra contribution represented by the Liouville corre-
lator corresponds to the wormhole contribution on the gravity
side. In this article, we do not explain it in detail because the
mechanism is completely the same as that explained in [27].

Here we will give a brief comment on the connection to the
island model. The details will be found in [48]. We would like
to argue that this model can be interpreted as the BCFT dual
of the island model. Through the AdS/CFT, one may be able
to map the JT gravity in the island model to a boundary (see
the upper equation in FIG. 1). This boundary corresponds to
the averaged SYK model [53]. This consideration motivates
us to consider an average of boundary conditions. On this
background, our model may realize the simplest model that
captures the essential properties of the island model. At first
glance, the correlation function with two twist operators on
a disk seems to have only the connected phase (the vacuum
block contribution in a bulk channel) since Cσnσ̄npCapI = 0 if
p 6= I. In other words, there seems to be no island contribution
to the entanglement entropy. In fact, this is not true because
there are wormhole contributions if taking the boundary aver-
age. If one considers the n-replica sheet with boundaries, one
finds that each replica sheet is connected via the wormhole
between the boundaries after taking the average. An interest-
ing future direction would be relating these two models in an
explicit way.

So far, we think of the boundary as a theory (i.e., SYK
model), or equivalently, the boundary average as a theory av-
erage. We would like to comment that we can also think of
the boundary average as a state average. If the bulk-boundary
OPE coefficients follow the Gaussian ensemble, the following
state is almost the same as the thermal pure quantum (TPQ)

state [54, 55],

|TPQ〉 = e−
β
2H |B〉 . (21)

It has been proposed that the state averaging effectively pro-
vides spatial wormholes [56, 57] (see also [28, 58–60] for the
connection between the wormholes and the state averaging).
Thus, one can relate the spatial wormholes to the boundary
average. The point is that the theory averaging and the state
averaging can be obtained from the same averaging of bound-
aries. Therefore, the averaging over boundaries may have the
potential to provide a clear understanding of the relation be-
tween the state and theory averaging.

VI. DISCUSSIONS

There are many interesting future works. We put some of
them here. It would be interesting to give an explicit exam-
ple of the boundary averaging. One simple realization may be
obtained in the averaged Narain CFT [61, 62]. The compact-
ified boson can have Dirichlet, Neumann, and Friedan [63]
boundary conditions [64] . We may be able to consider the
average of these boundary conditions. We hope to see further
investigations in this direction in the future paper.

Besides bulk-bulk-bulk OPE coefficients, BCFTs have
bulk-boundary OPE coefficients and boundary-boundary-
boundary OPE coefficients. The universal formula for these
additional ingredients has been provided in [24, 30]. Based
on these results, one can define the averaged BCFT (partly
defined in this article by averaging the bulk-boundary OPE
coefficients). An interesting future direction would be check-
ing whether the matching between the averaged CFT calcula-
tion and the gravity calculation [27] also works in BCFTs in
an explicit way.

We proposed that the boundary averaging provides a simple
version of the island model. The point is that the calculation
in the averaged BCFT may be easier than in the original island
model which requires solving the conformal welding problem
[65]. Thus, we may be able to address more complicated but
more interesting issues through this averaged BCFT.
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